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Abstract
Many physical datasets are generated by collections of instruments that make
measurements at regular time intervals. For such regular monitoring data, we
extend the framework of half-spectral covariance functions to the case of nonsta-
tionarity in space and time and demonstrate that this method provides a natural
and tractable way to incorporate complex behaviors into a covariance model.
Further, we use this method with fully time-domain computations to obtain
bona fide maximum likelihood estimators—as opposed to using Whittle-type
likelihood approximations, for example—that can still be computed conve-
niently. We apply this method to very high-frequency Doppler LIDAR vertical
wind velocity measurements, demonstrating that the model can expressively
capture the extreme nonstationarity of dynamics above and below the atmo-
spheric boundary layer and, more importantly, the interaction of the process
dynamics across it.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Gaussian process (GP) models are versatile and useful tools for studying spatial and spatiotemporal processes. A GP model
is completely specified by postulating a mean and covariance function, so that a collection of data points y =

{
yj
}N

j=1

observed at locations
{

xj
}N

j=1 in Rd has the distribution

y ∼  (𝝁,𝚺),

where the mean vector 𝝁 is generated by the mean function, so that 𝝁j = 𝜇(xj), and 𝚺 is the covariance matrix induced
by the covariance function, which we denote by K, so that 𝚺j,k = K(xj, xk). A common estimation problem is to select a
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parametric form for K and attempt to recover the parameters from data. For the duration of this paper, we assume 𝝁 ≡ 0.
While this may seem restrictive, the analysis of anomaly fields instead of raw data is commonplace, and extensions of the
methods we introduce here to a nonzero mean would not be overly difficult.

If K(x, x′) is a function only of x − x′, we call the process model stationary, an assumption which is enormously useful
for a variety of both theoretical and computational reasons. For the vast majority of real-world processes, however, even
among the ones for which a Gaussian process assumption is tolerable, a stationarity assumption is not. With modern
computing tools and instrument infrastructure, spatial datasets are commonly large enough and dense enough that one
can determine even by visual inspection that a stationary process model would be fundamentally misrepresentative of
the dynamics of the process. For this reason, developing natural and flexible nonstationary models to more accurately
capture dependence structure in modern datasets is an exigent statistical problem.

Modeling such nonstationarity is difficult, however, in no small part because it is challenging to specify valid covari-
ance models via positive definite functions. In the stationary case, perhaps the easiest way to verify that a continuous
function K is a valid real-valued covariance function is to find an integrable and nonnegative function S(f) that is symmet-
ric about the origin and for which K—in its single-argument form—is its Fourier transform. One can then express K as

K(x − x′) = ∫ ei2𝜋⟨f,x−x′⟩S(f)df,

and by Bochner’s theorem then conclude that K is a valid covariance function. The function S(f) is called the spectral
density corresponding to K. In general, it is easier to specify positive and symmetric functions than positive definite ones,
and many of the more exotic stationary covariance functions are derived, or at least confirmed to be valid, in the spectral
domain. Many theoretical results about GPs that are relevant to the parameter estimation problem, like those about
the equivalence and orthogonality of Gaussian measures, are proven and applied in the spectral domain (Ibragimov &
Rozanov, 1978; Stein, 1999; Zhang, 2004; Zhang & Zimmerman, 2005), further emphasizing that the spectral domain is
arguably often a more productive way to approach studying covariance structure.

Unfortunately, nonstationarity implies that the covariance function K(x, x′) does not admit a single-argument repre-
sentation as K(x − x′), and thus the validity check we describe above cannot be used. Accordingly, it is necessary to find
other ways to specify valid covariance functions, and there is a wealth of literature in the field that contributes methods
and ideas toward solving this problem. Examples include careful stitching together of valid “local” functions (Hig-
don, 2002; Paciorek & Schervish, 2006; Stein, 2005a), deforming the coordinate system of a stationary process (Anderes
& Stein, 2008; Genton & Perrin, 2004; Sampson & Guttorp, 1992), spatial mixtures of different stationary functions
(Fuentes & Smith, 2001), latent higher dimensional representations (Apanasovich & Genton, 2010), separable models
(Genton, 2007), and many others. For a much more comprehensive list and stimulating discussion of the diverse field of
covariance function specification, we refer the reader to Porcu et al. (2020).

Nonstationary models placing less emphasis on explicitly specifying valid covariance functions are also diverse and
successful, for example, dynamic models (Katzfuss & Cressie, 2012; Stroud et al., 2001; Wikle & Cressie, 1999); basis
expansions (Krock et al., 2020) and closely related multiresolution methods (Katzfuss, 2017; Matsuo et al., 2011; Nychka
et al., 2002, 2018); stochastic partial differential equation models (Lindgren et al., 2011); and again many others. Models
from categories such as these enjoy the extremely useful property that process models automatically yield valid covari-
ance functions, even if evaluating the functions at arbitrary points can be difficult. In many cases these functions are
only worked with and specified implicitly, but inference is still direct and feasible (Xu & Wikle, 2007). In some circum-
stances, these methods are arguably a more natural choice than specifying covariance functions. In other cases, however,
as in the data being studied here, we consider specifying reasonable process models to be comparably difficult—if not
even more difficult—to the challenge of specifying a reasonable valid covariance function, and so we see value in both
approaches.

The model we introduce here represents a broadly applicable approach of specifying marginal quantities and using
half-spectral representations to obtain rich classes of fully spatiotemporal covariance functions. This is only one way of
many to model nonstationarity. For example, it can be contrasted to the way that Paciorek–Schervish-type model specify
nonstationarity using local geometric anisotropies (Paciorek & Schervish, 2006). Unlike some of the more general-purpose
methods discussed above, the specific parameterizations for marginal quantities used here are quite specialized, and
would likely need to be modified to be applicable to otherly regularly measured data. For this reason, we see this approach
as an appropriate choice for problems with regularly measured data where one wishes to incorporate a great deal of
process-specific information into a parametric model. We demonstrate that this method can be pushed into very complex
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forms while maintaining validity, numerical robustness, and expressiveness. The cost of this flexibility, however, is an
admittedly substantial effort required of the practitioner.

2 HALF-SPECTRAL COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS

A key observation made in Cressie and Huang (1999) and Stein (2005b) is that one can obtain a valid stationary
model by specifying a “half-spectral” form of a covariance function for a spatiotemporal random field Z(t, x) (whose
single-argument covariance function now depends on the pairing of temporal and spatial separations), whereupon the sta-
tionary space–time covariance function is obtained by performing an inverse Fourier transform of a function h(f , x − x′)
with respect to time. The function

K((t − t′, x − x′)) ∶= ∫Ω
e2𝜋if (t−t′)h(f , x − x′)df (1)

gives a valid covariance function for discrete-time data (Ω = [−1∕2Δt, 1∕2Δt) for sampling rate Δt) or continuous-time
data (Ω = R). Stein (2005b) proposes an expression for h of the form

h(f , x − x′) = S(f )Cf (x − x′)eig(f )uT (x−x′)

for a stationary but nonseparable and asymmetric model, where S(f ) can be interpreted to be a marginal spectral density
in time; Cf —a valid spatial correlation function—is the modulus of the coherence of Z(⋅, x) and Z(⋅, x′); and g(f )uT(x − x′)
is the phase relation. Varying Cf in (1) allows flexibility in the nature of nonseparability, with separability being the special
case of Cf and g(f ) not depending on f .

For measurements made at regular time intervals and a relatively small number of spatial locations, this modeling
perspective can be considered as an augmented multiple time series approach for which incorporating new time series
(measurements at new spatial locations) is possible in a model-consistent way and without the requirement of any new
parameters. It affords the practitioner a convenient and approachable method for modeling space–time dependence pri-
marily by thinking about marginal—or at least lower dimensional—dependence structure. If the data is regular in time,
for example, one can visually inspect marginal time spectra and immediately include features of those estimates in a valid,
fully spatiotemporal covariance model. See Horrell and Stein (2017) for an extension to more complex stationary models
of this form and Guinness and Stein (2013) for a nonstationary model in a similar vein.

We now extend this modeling framework to the case of processes that are nonstationary in space but stationary
in time. Because this modeling perspective relies so heavily on specifying marginals, a nonstationary extension is very
direct.

Theorem 1. Let {Sx(f ; 𝜽)} be integrable temporal spectral densities indexed by spatial locations x and parameters 𝜽, and{
Cf (x, x′ ; 𝜽)

}
be real-valued correlation functions indexed by frequency f and parameters 𝜽. If g(f ) is an odd function,

then

K((t, x), (t′, x′)) = ∫Ω
ei2𝜋f (t−t ′)+ig(f )uT (x−x′)

√
Sx(f ; 𝜽)Sx′(f ; 𝜽)Cf (x, x′ ; 𝜽)df (2)

defines a valid covariance function for a spatially nonstationary real-valued space–time process Z(t, x) with finite second
moments.

Proof. As in the proof provided in Stein (2005b), we consider the matrix-valued function (suppressing the dependence on
parameters 𝜽) given by

𝚽(f ) ∶=
{√

Sxj(f )Sxk (f )Cf (xj, xk)eig(f )uT (xj−x′
k)
}N

j,k=1
(3)

for arbitary spatial locations
{

xj
}N

j=1 and argue via several applications of the Schur product theorem. We observe that
one can write 𝚽(f ) = (f )◦C(f )◦(f ), a Hadamard product of the time-spectra term, correlation function, and phase
term, and we check that all three are positive semidefinite and Hermitian. C(f ) is by definition positive definite, and
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we note that (f ) is positive semidefinite by recognizing the rank one structure of (f ) = s(f )s(f )T with uj(f ) =
√

Sxj(f ).

Similarly, (f ) has a Hermitian rank-one symmetric factorization since eig(f )uT (x−x′) = eig(f )uT xe−ig(f )uT x′. By the Schur
product theorem, then, we conclude that 𝚽(f ) is positive semidefinite for all f . Since

√
Sxj(f )Sxk (f ) ≤ maxjSxj(f ) is

integrable and both Cf and the complex exponential are bounded, 𝚽(f ) is integrable. We thus conclude that 𝚽(f ) is
integrable, Hermitian, and positive semidefinite for each f . Since 𝚽(f ) = 𝚽(−f ) as well, its Fourier transform will be
real-valued.

To complete the proof, we pick an arbitrary collection of space–time coordinates
{
(tj, xj)

}N
j=1 and define the

matrix-valued function O(f ) of componentwise Fourier transforms in time at the appropriate value, so that O(f )j,k =
ei2𝜋f (tj−tk). Letting 𝚺 denote the matrix generated by K, we note that it can be expressed as

𝚺 = ∫Ω
{O(f )◦𝚽(f )} df , (4)

which by componentwise inspection we immediately observe to be real-valued and integrable by the previous paragraph.
Further, just like (f ) above, O(f ) admits a similar rank-one representation, from which we see that it is Hermitian
and positive semidefinite. By another application of the Schur product theorem, then, we observe that Equation (4) is a
real-valued mixture of Hermitian positive semidefinite matrices for arbitrary coordinates

{
(tj, xj)

}N
j=1 and is thus a valid

real-valued covariance matrix. ▪

Several comments are in order. First, the proof of Theorem 1 demonstrates that this argument extends to a
much broader class of functions than the one that will be studied here. For example, an algebraic representation
of (f ) = Q(f )A(f )Q(f )T where A is positive semidefinite could provide an even richer nonparametric representa-
tion for marginal and cross spectra of a spatiotemporal process. Building rank-deficient positive semidefinite matrices
is easy, and per the argument of the proof above, such an extension would also yield an equally valid real-valued
covariance function. Even beyond that, this model as stated here is itself a minor extension of the much more gen-
eral and abstract covariance functions presented in Porcu, Mateu, and Christakos (2009) and Porcu, Gregori, and
Mateu (2009).

Second, temporal stationarity—or at most a restrictive form of nonstationarity—is required by this model as it is stated
above. Namely, the model requires a spectral density (as we have defined it in terms of a single-argument representa-
tion for the equivalent time domain representation) along that dimension. This unfortunately precludes several common
nonstationary spectral-domain models, such as processes that are locally stationary but whose spectra evolve slowly and
continuously with time (as in Poppick et al., 2016), which would substantially complicate the numerics required to build
covariance matrices for maximum likelihood. Further, as we will discuss below, performing space–time domain compu-
tations for this model with minimal numerical concerns is only made feasible by the use of the fast Fourier transform
algorithm (Cooley & Tukey, 1965). This means that the covariance function can only conveniently be evaluated at the
inverse Fourier frequencies, and so other relaxations of temporal stationarity like deformation-type methods would also
be difficult to apply.

Finally, we note that the above argument still applies if Cf is a bounded covariance function and not a correlation
function, and that requiring it to be a correlation function primarily serves to mitigate identifiability problems. Moreover,
Cf need not be stationary. As will be demonstrated later in this work, between the space-dependent marginal time spectra
Sx and a nonstationary coherence function Cf (x, x′), it is easily possible to compose this model with other nonstationary
models to obtain an even more flexible valid covariance function.

Despite the difficulty discussed above, there are several restrictive ways to relax the temporal stationary of this model.
While slightly more complex and involved ideas are possible, in this work we only employ the simplest possible extension
in the form of a nonstationary scale.

Corollary 1. If K is the function given in (2), 𝜂 ≥ 0, and 𝜆(x, t) ≥ 0 everywhere, then the function

K̃((x, t), (x′, t′)) ∶= 𝜆(x, t)𝜆(x′, t′)K((x, t), (x′, t′)) + 𝜂2
st1{(x,t)=(x′,t′)} (5)

is also a valid covariance function.

With the further addition of a “temporal nugget” 𝜂2
t 1{t=t′}, in the same spirit as the “spatial nugget” of Gneiting (2002),

this model is precisely the formulation we use here to explore our data.
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For a relatively small number of spatial locations, using the FFT to numerically evaluate these integrals for all pairs of
spatial locations and then to assemble covariance matrices is straightforward. With little numerical work, then, one can
write simple models for marginal—or at least lower dimensional—behavior and obtain all the function values necessary
to build a valid space–time covariance matrix in (n2

s nt log2 nt) time complexity, where ns is the number of unique spatial
locations and nt = (tend − t1)∕Δt, for measurement times {t1, t1 + Δt, t1 + 2Δt, … , tend}. In particular, setting Δt = 1, the
integral approximation for a given function h by

∫
1∕2

−1∕2
e2𝜋ifth(f )df ≈ 1

M

M−1∑
j=0

e2𝜋ifjth(fj)

for Fourier frequencies
{

fj
}

can be evaluated simultaneously and efficiently at all necessary time lags t via the inverse
FFT algorithm of length M. This is effectively an application of trapezoidal integration, and by also taking sufficiently
long FFTs to avoid edge effects, these approximations can easily be made accurate to double precision for kernels that can
be checked with a closed form expression. In our experience, taking an FFT length of M = 7 ⋅nt is more than sufficient.
To the degree that any linear algebra for large ill-conditioned matrices is exact in finite precision arithmetic, then, the
evaluation of the likelihood with covariance matrices assembled from this approximation is exact. As further evidence
of this, the log-likelihood for the data that will be introduced below FFT sizes ranging from 5 ⋅nt to 21 ⋅nt all agree to at
least single precision in our experimentation, suggesting that this numerical scheme provides effectively exact function
evaluation and thus provides a way to minimize the exact likelihood.

Despite the ostensible complexity of evaluating this function at all necessary locations to assemble a covariance matrix,
in our use case with on the order of 30 spatial locations and one thousand time locations, evaluating the function at
all necessary space–time locations and aggregating the values into a large dictionary-like data structure takes less than
1 s on a Dell Latitude E5470 with an Intel Core i5-6200U@2.3GHz CPU, a mobile processor not designed for heavy
computation, and poses no numerical or computational challenge. Once these values (and the values for the derivatives
of (5) with respect to kernel parameters) have been computed, covariance matrices can be assembled and the likelihood
and its derivatives can be evaluated as usual. In fact, since updating values of a matrix with this kernel is then done by
accessing the dictionary structure as opposed to performing any actual numerical computation, the additional cost of
assembling the kernel is often much smaller than the time saved by the faster elementwise assignments to the memory
buffer representing the covariance matrix.

3 DOPPLER LIDAR WIND MEASUREMENT DATA

The US Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program was created with the goal to pro-
vide long-term in situ and remotely sensed observations in various climate regimes to improve the understanding of
processes impacting atmospheric radiation (Stokes & Schwartz, 1994). The Southern Great Plains (SGP) observatory is
the first ARM site and the largest climate research facility in the world, equipped with more than 50 instruments and
providing continuous measurements ranging from basic meteorology and radiation to cloud and aerosol properties at
several locations in the north-central Oklahoma and south Kansas region (Mather & Voyles, 2013; Sisterson et al., 2016).
In this work, we study measurements of the vertical component of the wind field at very high spatiotemporal resolution
as observed by the 1.5 μm pulsed Doppler LIDAR (DL) deployed at the SGP central facility (CF).1

The principle of operation of the DL is similar to that of the Doppler radars in that they both transmit pulses of energy
into the atmosphere and measure the returned signal scattered back by clear-air irregularities (Gage & Balsley, 1978;
Muradyan & Coulter, 2020). In other words, scattering is assumed to originate from atmospheric particulates moving at the
same speed as the wind. The ARM DL has a full upper hemispheric scanning capability, measuring the one-dimensional
velocity projections across a range of angles in order to fully resolve the three-dimensional wind field (Newsom, 2012).
The general DL scanning strategy for this purpose at the SGP CF is to perform 8-beam plan-position-indicator scans once
every approximately 15 min, and all sampling between those times is done in a vertically staring mode. When the DL is
pointing vertically, it provides height- and time-resolved measurements of the vertical velocity.

1The ARM processed/quality-controlled DL fixed-beam stare measurements are freely available (Newsom & Krishnamurthy, 2010). The raw data were
used in this work, which can be obtained upon request at https://www.arm.gov using the “Ask us” page.
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F I G U R E 1 Fifteen minutes of Doppler LIDAR vertical wind velocity measurements at several different range gates on June 2, 2015 at
1400UTC, shortly after sunrise

F I G U R E 2 An alternative view of the process from 1300 to 1600 UTC on June 24, 2015, a day with particularly high activity,
demonstrating the rising mixing height after sunrise and the dynamic domain of data reliability. The color scale for this image is highly
truncated, as the unreliable measurements at altitudes with low SNR range sporadically between 20 and −20 m/s. The boxed subdomain
shows the size of the spatiotemporal regions that will be individually fitted in later sections

As we focus exclusively on vertical measurements here, the resulting data from this instrument is multiple gappy
time series of the vertical wind velocity components at 30-m vertical intervals (commonly referred to as “range gates”),
which extend to a maximum of 9.6 km range and are sampled at approximately 1.2 s intervals. For more details about
the instrument’s theory of operation, functionality, and configuration, see Newsom (2012). Figure 1 shows an example
collection of time series plots of the data at discrete range gates over the duration of 15 min on June 2, 2015, while
Figure 2 shows the time-height cross-section of similar measurements from about 200 m to 2.25 km above ground
level (AGL).

As one would expect, this data exemplify extreme nonstationarity that no sensible model could ignore. In space, the
primary source of nonstationarity is the height of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), which is the layer directly in
contact with the earth’s surface through turbulent mixing processes (Tucker et al., 2009). As can be seen in Figure 2,
the ABL height increases during the day via solar heating of the surface, resulting in a well-mixed daytime convec-
tive boundary layer (BL). In the absence of solar radiation at night, the convection is stopped by heat loss to space,
resulting in a thin nocturnal BL with typically 100–300 m depth (Cushman-Roisin, 2019). Above the BL height, the
concentrations of particulates such as aerosols and cloud particles, which are the source of scattering, dramatically
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decrease, resulting in a substantial reduction in the backscatter signal and thus measurement quality. Typically, only
the lowest 2–3 km of the atmosphere yields high-quality measurements (Newsom, 2012). In addition, the minimum
range for the DL is approximately 100 m, and even if data is available below that height, the lowest range gates
are suspect and are recommended not to be used (personal communication with instrument mentor). As the maxi-
mum operational range of the ARM DL is up to 9.6 km, this is a substantial truncation, but inspection of the data
on its full domain would involve a great deal of preprocessing measurement artifacts, which is outside the scope of
this work.2

In order to study the dependence structure across the BL and capture the dynamics above and below it simultaneously
without having to contend too deeply with measurement quality concerns or computational issues, we focus this work on
the time 1400 UTC—shortly after the local sunrise in northern Oklahoma—when the ABL height has grown to approx-
imately 400–500 m on average. This part of the day is convenient as the ABL height is well above the minimum altitude
of DL operation, so that plenty of high-quality measurements are available below it as well as above it. For the purpose of
manageable data sizes for exact linear algebra, we focus on altitudes between about 200 and 850 m in order to have large
spatial samples of range gates both above and below the BL while also being able to work with full measurement seg-
ments between 3D scans. For reference, considering range gates 7–28 and a full time segment of vertical measurements
(about 14 min) amounts to approximately 17 thousand data points.

This data source has several features and properties that make it interesting to study. For one, the spatial component
is vertical and not horizontal, and as such, the process exhibits much sharper changes in dynamics along its spatial
index. Just as time should not be treated as just another spatial dimension, we believe that the vertical dimension of
many physical processes should be treated with the same care when the relevant physical dynamics are so different,
as they are here. The spatial nonstationarity that this data exhibit is very sharp and likely not even once differentiable,
which is unusual to observe on such a fine spatial scale and with such high correlation across the spatial transition. The
measurements at 300 and 480 m in Figure 1, for example, clearly have very strong coherence at low frequencies despite
how different finer-scale behavior is at each altitude. Any locally stationary model would necessarily be throwing out a
great deal of information of that kind, which is arguably of the highest scientific interest. In some cases, the creation of
intricate nonstationary models has been criticized for not actually capturing more behavior, as it is frequently the case that
most information that can be learned about a spatial or spatiotemporal process corresponds to high frequency behavior of
the spectral density (or is otherwise “microergodic”), which thus largely corresponds to local information (Stein, 1999).
This data are an example of a situation when that type of pessimism is unnecessary.

Finally, the measurements used in this work are made at a much higher frequency than most other sources of
environmental data, allowing the resolution of many fine-scale properties that even hourly data would necessarily
miss. At the time scales of these measurements, a great deal can be inferred about smoothness properties of the field,
as well as the study of wind gusts, turbulence, and other small-scale meteorological phenomena, which will espe-
cially be critical in the lower portion of the ABL. In general, the features that require high-frequency resolution to
observe also make the data more challenging to study. Things like measurement quantization when the wind velocity
is very low at night, for example, are real concerns, as well as distinguishing real short time-scale velocity fluctua-
tions from instrument noise. As will be clear, this work is only scratching the surface of what can be studied with this
type of high-frequency and high-resolution monitoring data, and it is precisely its associated challenges that make it
interesting.

4 A HALF-SPECTRAL MODEL FOR DOPPLER LIDAR DATA

One of the strongest features of the data, as can be seen in Figure 2, is the strong low-frequency coherence across the
entire domain, but especially above the ABL. Another is that the scale of the measurements appears to decay as the
altitude increases above the ABL height. A major goal of this modeling effort is to capture that behavior, and in order to
do that with acceptable parameter economy and interpretability, we introduce first a common functional form that we
use extensively in several parts of this model. Taking inspiration from the frequency response function of the Butterworth
filter from signal processing (Butterworth, 1930), whose signature feature is being flat in some neighborhood of zero and

2https://plot.dmf.arm.gov/PLOTS/sgp/sgpdlfpt/20150602/sgpdlfptC1.b1.fpts_12-15hour.20150602.png, for example, gives an example of ARM’s
automatic visualization of DL measurements from 1200 to 1500 UTC on June 2, 2015, demonstrating the vertical extent of measurements with good
SNR.

https://plot.dmf.arm.gov/PLOTS/sgp/sgpdlfpt/20150602/sgpdlfptC1.b1.fpts_12-15hour.20150602.png
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then decaying algebraically, we define the utility function B(z) as

B(z; 𝜉0, 𝜉1, 𝜉2) ∶= e𝜉0

[
1 +

(
z
𝜉1

)2𝜉2
]−1

.

As we demonstrate below, this function is convenient in three different parts of the specification of the model given by
Equation (5).

Let us next specify a form for the nonstationary scale parameters, which we choose to represent in a flexible form as

𝜆(x, t) = B((x − 𝛽)+; 0, 𝜙1, 𝜙2)
4∑

j=1
wj(t)𝜃tj , (6)

where 𝜃tj ≥ 0,
{

tj
}

are knots in time chosen evenly across the domain, and wj(t) are time-dependent weights that are
normalized to sum to one, with unnormalized forms given by w̃j(t) ∶= e−|t−tj|∕50Δt (for reference, the time window for
the data that will ultimately be fitted here is about 775Δt). Here and for the rest of the work, we use the notation x for the
altitude in place of x, our earlier signifier for an arbitrary location in Rd. The spatial dependence of the scale comes in the
form of the Butterworth-type function B, which starts to decay once the altitude x, in units of meters, is above the ABL
height, which we denote with 𝛽 and is itself a model parameter. Due to the structure we see across several days of data,
we prefer this representation for the spatial dependence on scale to other similarly economical approximations.

To introduce spatial nonstationarity of components in the marginal spectrum and coherence while maintaining inter-
pretability, we implement a very simple space-dependent parameter mapping given by, for example, with a parameter
denoted 𝜓 ,

𝜓(x) ∶= (1 − w(x))𝜓0 + w(x)𝜓1, (7)

where

w(x) ∶= (1 + e−𝜏(x−𝛽))−1, (8)

and the subscripts 0 and 1 denote in this case the regimes of being below and above the ABL respectively, so that effectively
the spatially indexed parameters are logistic interpolants between two values. The inverse scale parameter 𝜏 of this logistic
function is informative about the sharpness of the transition from below-ABL and above-ABL dynamics, and is very
important to this model. For one reason, fixing a constant ABL height 𝛽 for 15 min is obviously not correct from a brief
inspection of Figure 2. Since that is a form of temporal nonstationarity that this model cannot easily account for, we
introduce this 𝜏 parameter to at least allow the model the ability to communicate about the sharpness of this transition
and capture better the dynamics at range gates near the mean height of the ABL.

Equipped with this parametric form of spatial dependence, we define the marginal spectral densities with

Sx(f ) = (1 + B(sin𝜋f ; 𝜉0(x), 𝜉1, 𝜉2))(e𝜌(x)sin2
𝜋f + 1)−𝜈(x)−1∕2, (9)

where the spatial dependence of the low frequency multiplier 1+B comes in the form of the parameter 𝜉0(x), and 𝜉1 and
𝜉2 are fixed across space. Here and in the coherence function given below, we use sin𝜋f instead of f so that the periodic
extension of the model is smooth with respect to f at the endpoints, which we consider to be a desirable form of model
consistency for discretely observed continuous-time processes. Finally, as a small technical note, for time series measured
at nonunit time steps, a change of variables in the Fourier transform suggests that a Δt rescaling should be applied to
Sx. We do not do that here and instead elect to simply treat the time sampling as unit sampling and scale nonparametric
spectral density estimators consistently with that in the following section, implicitly absorbing this Δt ≈ 1.2 s into the 𝜃j
parameters.

This spectral density corresponds closely to a filtered Matérn spectral density for continuously indexed processes,
which is best characterized by its algebraic decay, so that S(f) ∼ ‖f‖−2𝜈−d

2 in d dimensions. In discrete time, 𝜈 is not so
directly interpretable since even negative values yield spectral densities corresponding to nonpathological processes. But
the algebraic tail decay is nonetheless convenient and at least heuristically informative about smoothness that would
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T A B L E 1 A summary of all the
parameters used in the covariance
model as parameterized in (5)

𝛽 Boundary layer height

𝜏 Shape parameter for boundary layer regime transition rate

𝜃tj
Local scale parameters

𝜙j Scale decay with altitude over boundary layer

𝜉j(x) Space-dependent shape parameters for temporal low-frequency multiplier 1+B(f )

𝜌(x) Space-dependent temporal range-type parameter

𝜈(x) Space-dependent temporal smoothness-type parameter

𝜁j(x) Space-dependent shape parameters for coherence function 𝛾(x)

𝛼 Phase function rate-type parameter

𝜂st Spatiotemporal nugget size

𝜂t Purely temporal nugget size

be implied by a continuous version of the model, and using sin 𝜋f instead of f extends this functional form nicely to a
function that is smooth on the unit torus. The extra multiplier of 1+B provides the model the ability to add extra low
frequency energy without affecting the higher frequencies, which is a pronounced feature of the data and can be seen in
the diagnostic figures of the next section.

The coherence function Cf is crucial to this model, and is extremely different above and below the ABL. To be as
flexible as possible, we choose Cf to be a nonstationary Paciorek–Schervish-type correlation function with an extension
to variable smoothness (Stein, 2005a) given by

Cf (x, x′) ∶=
4
√
𝛾(x)𝛾(x′)
𝛾(x, x′)

(𝜈s(x)+𝜈s(x′))∕2

(|x − x′|
𝛾(x, x′)

)
, (10)

where 𝛾(x, x′) ∶=
√
(𝛾(x) + 𝛾(x))∕2, and we parameterize

𝛾(x)(f ) ∶= B(sin𝜋f ; 𝜁0(x), 𝜁1(x), 𝜁2(x)),

using 𝜁 instead of 𝜉 to distinguish between the parameters of B(f ) for Sx and Cf . Unfortunately the spatially indexed
smoothnesses for Cf are not smoothly interpolated like other spatially indexed parameters in order to avoid taking deriva-
tives of second-kind Bessel functions (refer to the Discussion section for more information) in the derivatives of Cf , and
are instead discontinuously parameterized as

𝜈s(x) = 1 {x ≤ 𝛽} 1
2
+ (1 − 1 {x ≤ 𝛽})3

4
.

We acknowledge that it is somewhat noteworthy to have fixed smoothnesses for this correlation function. Considering
that there are only approximately 20 spatial locations being considered in this model, however, our experimentation
indicates that the effect of varying these parameters on the likelihood is modest.

Since the true phase dynamics of this process are almost certainly driven by nonlinearity that no Gaussian process
model could capture, we include only the simplest form of g(f ) in this model, setting g(f ) ∶= 𝛼 sin𝜋f , with no spatial
variation. With the inclusion of our space–time and temporal nuggets, we now have a complete covariance function of
the form (5). Table 1 provides a final summary and reference for the interpretation of each parameter in the model.

With this model fully introduced, it merits comment that since it will be fitted with maximum likelihood estimators,
parameters informing the high frequency behavior will be highly prioritized over parameters that inform low frequency
behavior. Because of the human tendency to focus on lower frequency behavior when performing visual inspection of
simulations or other diagnostics, however, we have included several parameters and degrees of freedom here that do not
heavily affect the likelihood. The {𝜉(x)} parameters, for example, are a good example of extra degrees of freedom that
do not strongly affect the likelihood and are completely confined to the very lowest of frequencies. Their effect on visual
diagnostics for conditional simulations, however, are very noticeable. For certain purposes, a smaller model could be used
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with similarly satisfying results, and the supplemental information compares visual diagnostics of the full model shown
here and a reduced one. Since this work is an investigation into how well a Gaussian process model can capture the very
complex dynamics of vertical wind velocity, however, we proceed with a maximalist approach here.

5 ESTIMATION RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the results of applying maximum likelihood estimation for the above model to six different
days of data in June 2015 with comparable meteorological conditions. Log-likelihoods for Gaussian process models are
almost always nonconvex, even in the simplest case of standard parameterizations of stationary Matérn covariances.
As such, although it is not often discussed in the statistical literature, the optimization of these functions with respect
to parameters is a serious challenge even in the most simple cases. Considering the size and complexity of the model
described here, it comes as no surprise that the optimization of this model is particularly difficult, and so we provide a
detailed discussion of the optimization in the Appendix for interested readers. Briefly, the parameters here were estimated
using a trust region method that employs high-quality randomized estimators for the gradient of the likelihood and the
expected Fisher information matrix (see Geoga et al., 2019), which one might consider to be a trust region analog to Fisher
scoring (Osborne, 1992). Another advantage of this model that is useful at this juncture is that Whittle-type estimators for
marginal quantities provide convenient and high-quality initializers. Using an intermediate estimation process like that
means that one can start at a naive initialization and reliably obtain 25-dimensional estimators like those reported here.

As described in Section 3, we restrict the estimation here to approximately 14-min time segments (about 780 mea-
surements) and range gates between 210 m (the seventh gate) and either 690 m (the 23rd gate) or 840 m (the 28th gate)
based on the height of the ABL so that both above- and below-mixing height dynamics have reasonable representation.
These time segments correspond to measurements between the temporal measurement gaps noted previously, and the
resulting data sizes are near the limit of the computational abilities of the hardware used for the estimation. We do stress,
however, that the methods described here could equally well be applied to gappy regular monitoring data by virtue of the
fact that performing the computations in the time domain means that an FFT is being applied to the analytical spectrum,
not the data itself.

Table 2 summarizes the point estimates for each day and provides the implied standard deviation from the expected
Fisher matrix. Using this matrix as a proxy for the precision matrix of the MLE is a nontrivial approximation, considering
that the necessary conditions for that to even hold asymptotically—for example, the log-likelihood looking quadratic near
the MLE—are likely not met, or at least are not met for this data size. Nonetheless, as the expected Fisher matrix is the
inverse of the Godambe information matrix for the score equations, we believe it to be nonetheless at least reasonably
informative about the uncertainty of each point estimate (Heyde, 2008; Stein et al., 2013).

One main takeaway from these tables is that the parameters seem to be estimated reasonably precisely and have believ-
able values, although of interest is the fact that for most days, there is at least one parameter that is not well resolved, and
it is not always the same parameter. In some sense we find this encouraging, as it is likely an unreasonable expectation
that for a priori domain choices every parameter is resolvable across any nontrivial collection of days due to the domain
variability discussed earlier. Robustness to this issue seems to be a more important and realistic priority than full resolu-
tion at every day and in all conditions. Further, the inconsistencies between which parameters are not well resolved serve
as at least an indirect indication that a model much simpler than the one used here would likely sacrifice some degrees
of freedom that maximum likelihood does consider to be valuable in at least some circumstances.

Figure 3 shows the correlation (not covariance) matrix for the MLE on June 2. As one might expect, the param-
eters determining the effectively nonparametric scale function are highly correlated and are inversely correlated with
the smoothness, as is the range-type parameter 𝜌. These types of correlation structure are quite common in stationary
Matérn-type models. Moreover, there is strong negative correlation between the latter two parameters used in the param-
eterization of B, which is the same phenomenon as above. Of note, though, is that fixing one of those two parameters (or
profiling one in terms of the other) resulted in substantially lower likelihoods and much more challenging optimization.
Similarly, correlation of the

{
𝜁j(x)

}
parameters above and below the ABL is reasonably strong, likely due to the way that

they are combined for range gates near the mean ABL height, although that is obviously another case where reducing the
model would be wrong. Otherwise, correlations are not concerningly high in our assessment, and this further suggests
that the model is formulated well enough to avoid identifiability problems despite the high parameter count.

Figures 4 and 5 show the model-implied marginal spectra and coherences for several specific distance respectively,
where coherences are shown in terms of their real and imaginary parts. The marginal spectra in general seem well
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T A B L E 2 Results from maximum likelihood estimation of the 6 days that were studied

02 03 06 20 24 28

𝜃t1
1.06 (0.03) 0.72 (0.09) 1.03 (0.03) 1.13 (0.02) 1.65 (0.03) 1.54 (0.04)

𝜃t2
1.18 (0.03) 0.62 (0.09) 1.23 (0.03) 0.92 (0.03) 1.78 (0.03) 1.23 (0.04)

𝜃t3
1.27 (0.03) 0.64 (0.09) 1.63 (0.03) 1.16 (0.02) 1.86 (0.03) 1.25 (0.04)

𝜃t4
1.19 (0.03) 0.82 (0.09) 1.98 (0.03) 1.26 (0.02) 2.26 (0.03) 0.87 (0.04)

𝜌0 2.72 (0.14) 0.35 (0.50) 3.48 (0.14) 2.37 (0.11) 2.76 (0.13) 2.86 (0.16)

𝜈0 1.14 (0.06) 7.07 (2.53) 1.02 (0.04) 1.43 (0.07) 1.21 (0.05) 1.35 (0.07)

𝜌1 5.53 (0.18) 2.31 (0.55) 6.76 (0.12) 8.93 (0.15) 4.89 (0.18) 6.25 (0.19)

𝜈1 2.14 (0.18) 20.05 (9.77) 3.14 (0.19) 0.37 (0.03) 2.11 (0.17) 2.35 (0.25)

𝜁00 12.46 (0.49) 13.64 (0.18) 0.50 (2.7e4) 17.47 (0.89) 11.89 (0.29) 11.48 (0.44)

𝜁01 0.02 (5.6e−3) 0.01 (2.1e−3) 0.03 (5.2e−3) 2.1e−4 (1.2e−4) 0.07 (0.01) 0.02 (7.7e−3)

𝜁02 0.84 (0.05) 0.77 (0.04) 1.35 (0.06) 0.68 (0.03) 1.09 (0.06) 0.73 (0.05)

𝜁10 16.79 (0.50) 13.57 (0.21) 18.13 (0.33) 24.81 (0.84) 14.95 (0.31) 17.25 (0.49)

𝜁11 0.01 (2.5e−3) 10.66 (3.52) 5.3e−4 (1.9e−4) 1.5e−5 (1.0e−5) 0.04 (4.5e−3) 4.4e−3 (1.1e−3)

𝜁12 1.38 (0.09) 69.03 (23.14) 0.67 (0.06) 1.02 (0.05) 1.86 (0.12) 0.97 (0.10)

𝛽 4.6e2 (2.15) 6.6e2 (4.10) 4.7e2 (3.18) 6.8e2 (1.23) 5.8e2 (3.49) 5.5e2 (3.94)

𝜏 0.06 (2.1e−3) 0.04 (2.4e−3) 0.02 (7.8e−4) 0.03 (4.5e−4) 0.03 (1.3e−3) 0.04 (1.3e−3)

𝜉00 3.58 (0.86) 18.98 (8.80) 1.02 (0.39) 14.94 (5.07) 0.47 (0.22) 37.07 (22.65)

𝜉01 7.08 (1.92) 9.21 (4.72) 0.02 (0.23) 38.48 (14.24) 1.57 (0.61) 38.31 (24.50)

𝜉2 6.55 (2.93) 0.85 (0.13) 12.98 (36.07) 1.09 (0.18) 5.99 (4.90) 0.83 (0.17)

𝜉1 0.03 (1.9e−3) 0.04 (8.4e−3) 0.02 (2.3e−3) 6.8e−3 (2.0e−3) 0.06 (5.6e−3) 2.2e−3 (1.4e−3)

𝜙1 1.1e2 (17.67) 1.6e2 (17.63) 2.3e2 (48.73) 4.10 (0.95) 1.1e2 (28.44) 3.6e2 (45.75)

𝜙2 0.64 (0.07) 1.20 (0.27) 1.03 (0.33) 0.45 (0.04) 0.51 (0.06) 1.14 (0.39)

𝛼 2.1e−4 (3.1e−4) 1.2e−4 (1.3e−4) 1.8e−3 (3.4e−4) 6.9e−4 (2.4e−4) 4.2e−4 (1.9e−4) 1.1e−5 (2.7e−4)

𝜂st 0.04 (3.7e−4) 0.11 (1.0e−3) 0.02 (2.2e−4) 0.07 (7.3e−4) 0.06 (6.3e−4) 0.07 (5.5e−4)

𝜂t 0.01 (6.9e−4) 0.05 (2.0e−3) 7.5e−3 (4.3e−4) 0.03 (1.4e−3) 0.02 (1.1e−3) 0.03 (1.1e−3)

Note: Standard deviations obtained via the stochastic expected Fisher matrix are provided in parentheses.

captured by the model (shown here with the nugget terms added and using 𝜃t1 for the scale parameter), and the
two-regime nonstationarity seems justifiable after inspecting the spectra of individual range gates that are shown faintly
in grey. Maximum likelihood is well known to prioritize capturing high-frequency behavior as accurately as possible over
low-frequency behavior, and this observation in an earlier stage of the model formulation was a primary motivator for
the extra low-frequency term (1+B(f )) in (9), which costs a few extra parameters but substantially improves the model’s
ability to capture the behavior at the lowest frequencies.

For measurements at this frequency and a reasonably small time segment, coherences are unfortunately difficult to
estimate without either very strong and potentially confounding bias or intractable variability. We attempt to strike a
balance between the two in Figure 5, although the interpretation is still difficult. Even bearing this difficulty in mind,
however, the results suggest that the model is not perfectly specified, in particular above the ABL and in the form of the
spatial dependence. Noting that these plots again show frequency on the log scale, we see that the coherence estimates are
not discernibly different from noise at even relatively low frequencies, and so assessing the quality of the estimated coher-
ence is challenging. More heuristically, however, the results do seem plausible, and important features such as near-unit
coherence at low frequencies above the ABL are captured. While it is tempting to consider a more complex parametric
form in the hope of representing these coherences better, inspection of similar figures for other days in the supplemen-
tary material suggest that much of what one might interpret as structure in these estimates does not consistently appear
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F I G U R E 3 The correlation matrix
of the MLE of the model for the data on
June 2

F I G U R E 4 Marginal spectra for
gates above the ABL (blue/squares) and
below the ABL (red/circles) on June 2.
Analytical estimates for these spectra
(including nugget parameters) are
overlaid as lines of corresponding colors.
Estimators from individual range gates
are shown faintly in gray

across days, and a more complex form for the coherence might result in overfitting that would make multiday extensions
more challenging, rather than less so.

For a more quantitative investigation of what we gain by using such a complex model, we now compare with the
Paciorek–Schervish model using as closely analogous parameterizations as possible, given by

KPS((x, t), (x′, t′)) = 𝜆(x, t)𝜆(x′, t′)c((x, t), (x′, t′))1∕2

(√
Q((x, t), (x′, t′))

)
+ 𝜂2

st1{(x,t)=(x′,t′)} + 𝜂
2
t 1{t=t′}.

The scale 𝜆 is exactly the same as (6), and the local anisotropy is modeled here with 𝚪𝜽(x, t) = diag(e𝛾(x), e𝜌(x)), where the
spatially indexed parameters 𝛾(x) and 𝜌(x) are also specified as in (7) with parameters 𝛽 and 𝜏, and

𝚪((x, t), (x′, t′)) = 1
2
(
𝚪𝜽(x, t) + 𝚪𝜽(x′, t′)

)
,

c((x, t), (x′, t′)) = |𝚪𝜽(x, t)|1∕4|𝚪𝜽(x′, t′)|1∕4

|𝚪𝜽((x, t), (x′, t′))|1∕2 , and

Q((x, t), (x′, t′)) = (x − x′, t − t′)T𝚪𝜽((x, t), (x′, t′))−1(x − x′, t − t′)

are the mixed local anisotropy, normalizing correlation constant, and the quadratic form argument respectively (Paciorek
& Schervish, 2006). With a total of 14 parameters, the maximized likelihood of this model was approximately 860 units
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F I G U R E 5 Average real
(left) and imaginary (right)
parts of the complex coherence
between measurements three
range gates apart above the
ABL (blue/squares), below it
(red/circles), and twelve gates
apart across it (black/triangles),
with individual estimators in
faint grey. Analytical estimates
of each part from the MLE are
overlaid in lines of the
corresponding color

F I G U R E 6 (Left) The subsetted data of June 2 for fitting, removed data (black stripes), and interpolation range gate (gray), and (right)
Spatiotemporal interpolants with pointwise 95% confidence intervals for the two models discussed above—spatiotemporal
Paciorek–Schervish (blue/squares) and half-spectral (green/triangles)—shown together with the actual measurements (black/circles)

lower than that of the half-spectral model. This likelihood difference is substantial, although we do remark that the
performance of this model is nonetheless impressive considering how general it is, and that while it is not as easily
hyperspecialized as the half-spectral model, it is direct to incorporate at least a few process-specific components.

To further justify the complexity of the model described here, Figure 6 shows a comparison of spatiotemporal inter-
polants from all three of the above models for the data on June 2. The setting for this study was to remove a section of the
domain (shown with black stripes in Figure 6), fit the remaining data, and interpolate at the gate shown by the gray solid
line. We further provide 95% confidence intervals for all point estimates using the models’ covariance matrices for their
respective interpolants. As one might predict from a visual inspection, the prediction RMSE of the half-spectral model is
appreciably lower (5.865 vs. 4.245), and so again the half-spectral model is a clear winner. This is particularly noticeable
in the portion of the domain where all spatial measurements are removed, highlighting the fact that a representation of
nonstationarity via local geometric anisotropies is arguably a less natural fit to this data than the more heavily marginal
approach used here.

Finally, Figure 7 provides side-by-side cross-section plots (reminiscent of Figure 2) of the measurement data and a
simulation from the fitted model for each of the 6 days. While Table 2 is valuable in assessing the quality of the esti-
mates, for a model of this complexity we also believe that assessing the plausibility of simulations is important. In general,
we find the simulations to be satisfying in that regard, although several model misspecifications are uniquely visible in
this format. Interestingly, having a fixed estimator for the ABL height 𝛽 and a smearing-type parameter 𝜏 does seem to
effectively create simulations where 𝛽 does not look fixed so long as 𝜏 is relatively small. It does, however, highlight that
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F I G U R E 7 Side-by-side comparisons of the data used for estimation (above) and a simulation from the GP model with estimated
parameters (below), all in units of m/s, for each fitted day

a fixed 𝛽 means that the estimate will always be near the ABL’s highest point in the data. This makes sense consider-
ing that maximum likelihood will certainly penalize underestimation of uncertainty more harshly than overestimation,
and the same idea applied to covariance suggests that maximum likelihood will tend to underestimate it sooner than
overestimate it. The extra variability below the ABL means that the estimate for 𝛽 on June 28, for example, is off by as
much as 100 m from what one might obtain via more sophisticated and targeted methods, for example, those of Tucker
et al. (2009).

In summary, this model does reasonably well in capturing both quantitative and qualitative features of the process’s
covariance structure in the marginal spectra. Moreover, visual assessment of the simulations suggests that at least qualita-
tive features of the coherence are reasonably well captured. Considering that the quality of the fits and simulations seems
reasonably high across all days, we find this to be generally encouraging. See the supplemental material for analogs of all
diagnostic figures shown here for all six of the days studied.

6 DISCUSSION

We have presented here a very flexible modeling framework for regularly measured but nonstationary data. This method
provides a convenient and powerful way to think almost exclusively about single-dimension marginal properties of
random fields (like spectra and coherences) and obtain fully nonseparable, asymmetric, and nonstationary covariance
functions. While the parameter economy of this method leaves something to be desired, few other covariance functions
are sufficiently flexible that one can specify a 25-parameter model that composes two different and convenient represen-
tations of nonstationarity and for which true maximum likelihood estimation can be performed. Moreover, despite the
complexity of this model, very good initializations can be obtained using Whittle-type estimators for marginal quantities,
providing a substantial practical gain.

On a slightly less significant note, we point out that this method is also uniquely capable of providing estimates for
the smoothness 𝜈 and its uncertainty. Derivatives of the modified second-kind Bessel function 𝜈 with respect to the
smoothness 𝜈 do exist, and there are series expansions that theoretically facilitate computing them (Olver et al., 2010),
but we are not aware of any code to do that, and in our own experimentation it is a daunting numerical challenge. In the
Fourier domain, however, the derivatives are straightforward. Because of this, the derivative of covariance matrices with
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respect to 𝜈 are obtained completely analytically, and so there is no need to be concerned with derivative approximations
like finite differencing for the kernel function or covariance matrix with respect to 𝜈.

With that said, however, this method of course has drawbacks and is somewhat limited in the way that it can incorpo-
rate temporal nonstationarity (or, more generally, nonstationarity in whatever marginal dimension is being transformed
over). Further, while some forms of irregularity in time can be mitigated with proper padding and FFT-based interpo-
lation, complete data irregularity—like randomly sampled points—would make this covariance function much more
onerous to evaluate. In that sense, we see this method as being complementary to other methods that are more robust in
that respect, such as deformation methods (Anderes & Stein, 2008) or convolution-based methods (Higdon, 2002; Paciorek
& Schervish, 2006).

The data introduced here—and high-frequency vertical measurements of meteorological processes in general, of
which Doppler LIDAR measurements are but one of many—provide a unique opportunity to study space–time random
fields. Unlike the well-studied Irish wind data (de Luna & Genton, 2005; Gneiting, 2002; Haslett & Raftery, 1989; Hor-
rell & Stein, 2017; Stein, 2005a), this data source provides signed measurements at such a high rate in both space and
time that it is arguably a different regime in both the relevant atmospheric physics and the relevant statistical concerns.
The nonstationarity in altitude—a rarely considered spatial dimension for several environmental processes that in many
large-scale physical processes exhibits very unique behavior—is sufficiently sharp that there is strong dependence at two
altitudes with obviously different marginal behaviors, and thus provides an exceptional testing ground for nonstationary
models where they are the most necessary.

With regard to the estimation procedure, it is worth considering that the analytical estimates of the marginal
quantities via the MLE are quite different than those obtained via approximate likelihoods in the spectral domain. In
many spectral domain likelihood approximations, one is effectively performing estimation via nonlinear least squares,
which is a much more direct attempt at curve fitting. Maximum likelihood, on the other hand, will absolutely sac-
rifice the very low frequency representation of marginal spectra, for example, if changing such a parameter would
increase the likelihood at higher spatiotemporal frequencies. As such, while one should of course expect the esti-
mated quantities Sx and Cf to be reasonably reflective of marginal spectra and coherences, the estimation procedure
itself is not attempting to compartmentalize parameters for their respective marginal components or provide the best
visual fit of a parametric curve to a nonparametric estimator. In this sense, we find the visual agreement of Figures 4
and 5 to be satisfying, even if a simpler curve-fitting estimation method could likely provide a more impressive
visualization.

A major objective of this work was to attempt to write a parametric model that can do a reasonably good job of repre-
senting the covariance structure on different days so that eventually those models may be stitched together to form one
that is cyclostationary in time on the timescale of weeks. A myriad of other concerns become relevant at that timescale;
rain, clouds, and even migratory birds and insect swarms (Muradyan & Coulter, 2020) can introduce confounding struc-
ture that this model is not adequately equipped to capture. Nonetheless, however, we are encouraged by what has been
achieved here, and are hopeful that, going forward, modifications for cyclostationarity will be made possible. One notable
concern from the estimation even across just June 2015, however, is that the day-to-day variation seems high enough that
a purely periodic model for many of the parameters (e.g., 𝜈1) would likely miss a lot of subtle features of the data that
are arguably the most interesting, and perhaps most informative about the micrometeorology of the area. A Bayesian
perspective may be more appropriate.

More generally, a primary objective for scientists when studying this data is to provide an estimator for the ABL
height, which we have denoted as 𝛽. Many works in the meteorological literature provide time series-based meth-
ods for estimating this quantity—for example, Tucker et al. (2009)—but these methods often do not fully exploit
spatiotemporal structure, work on a coarser time scale to provide estimates, and assimilate estimators from mul-
tiple data sources. While those estimators are obviously better than the estimate for 𝛽 that is obtained via fitting
the model described here, we believe that this work demonstrates that it should be possible to bridge the gap
between what the meteorological community does to estimate this quantity and what the spatiotemporal statistics
community might do. A Bayesian approach that puts a Matérn-plus-drift prior on the time-varying process 𝛽(t), for
example, might reasonably provide meaningful posterior estimates for the ABL height on the time scale of seconds,
as opposed to the time scale of 15 min in Tucker et al. (2009). Moreover, by virtue of being a fully spatiotempo-
ral model, such a procedure could exploit much more structure in the data while also mitigating some potentially
nonphysical artifacts that occur from estimators that primarily exploit only time dependence, such as large discon-
tinuities. We believe that these and other similar questions are exigent and will likely be fruitful topics of future
work.
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APPENDIX

Details and discussion on optimization
As discussed earlier, the numerical optimization of the log-likelihood is a nonconvex problem, and as such, is very diffi-
cult even in the simplest cases. As a first step toward improving the quality of the optimization, we opt to use second-order
methods, albeit using the expected Fisher matrix as an approximation to the observed information matrix (in the spirit
of Fisher scoring). For data sizes on the order of 17,000 observations, the linear algebra required to evaluate the exact
likelihood is substantial, and both its gradient and Hessian (and expected Fisher matrix) require matrix–matrix opera-
tions, which at these data and parameter sizes would make the estimation infeasible. In order to avoid all matrix–matrix
operations, we used “symmetrized” and unbiased randomized sample average approximation (SAA) estimators (Hutchin-
son, 1990) for both the gradient and expected Fisher information matrix. The gradient of the log-likelihood is given
elementwise by

−2(∇𝓁(𝜽))j = tr(𝚺−1𝚺j) − yT𝚺−1𝚺j𝚺−1y.

This can be approximated by substituting the symmetrized unbiased SAA trace estimator, so that

−2(∇𝓁(𝜽))j ≈ S−1
S∑

s=1
uT

s W−1𝚺jW−Tus − yT𝚺−1𝚺j𝚺−1y, (A1)

where 𝚺j ∶= 𝜕

𝜕𝜃j
𝚺(𝜽), 𝚺 = WWT , and each us is a vector of i.i.d. Rademacher variables, fixed for the duration of the

optimization. The expected Fisher matrix, with entries given by

j,k = 1
2

tr(𝚺−1𝚺j𝚺−1𝚺k),

has a similar symmetrized SAA estimator that is more complicated to express; see Geoga et al. (2019) for full details. These
symmetrized estimators have variability that is decoupled from the condition number of the matrix whose trace is being
estimated, and they enjoy much more stability than traditional Hutchinson-type trace estimators (Geoga et al., 2019;
Hutchinson, 1990). Finally, they can be computed in a single pass with only one memory buffer for the derivative
matrices.

Using approximations of these derivatives precludes using powerful and vetted professional optimization software,
such as the freely available Ipopt (Wächter & Biegler, 2006), which does not allow for stopping criteria any coarser than
the size of the gradient. In particular, optimization methods often make progress by solving quadratic approximations of
the objective function, that, in the framework of Nocedal and Wright (2006), may look like

min
p∈Rn

mk(p) = fk + ∇f T
k p + 1

2
pTBkp s.t. ‖p‖ ≤ Δk. (A2)

While we show here the formalism of trust-region methods, which we subsequently employ, a very similar setup
exists for line-search methods, where the norm constraint on p is removed at the expense of requiring Bk to be posi-
tive definite (the choice of identity resulting in steepest descent, for example). Substituting into (A2) the randomized
approximation of ∇f k (A1) and the analogous approximation of the expected Fisher matrix for Bk (which is also not
the Jacobian of the randomized gradient approximation) will thus become problematic for off-the-shelf algorithms such
as Ipopt since their control structure assumes that the linear term includes the true gradient. Moreover, gradient-based
stopping criteria may not be possible in our case, since only an approximation for ∇f is provided. We are thus forced
to work instead with relative change in the objective function as a stopping criterion. For these reasons, we used a
hand-written trust region method adapted directly from Nocedal and Wright (2006), with a subproblem of the type
(A2). We made this choice since, in our experience, trust regions methods are more robust to nonconvexity and Hes-
sian ill-conditioning than line search methods, and anecdotally they seem to work better than line search methods for
maximum likelihood problems in general. In our experimentation in toy problems with exact derivatives, our imple-
mentation reliably does as well as Ipopt for Gaussian process maximum likelihood problems in terms of the terminal
likelihood.
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While sacrificing higher quality convergence criteria is unfortunate, the computational gain of using the approximated
derivatives is quite substantial. In this particular case, it changed the expected run-time of the estimation for a single day
of measurements (which we need to do six times) from the order of a week to 7 or 8 h, and is arguably the only setting in
which the computations are feasible at all with desktop-level compute power. Evaluating the expected Fisher matrix once
with exact linear algebra—even with enough memory (above 50 GB) to store all 25 of the pre-solved matrices 𝚺−1 𝜕

𝜕𝜃j
𝚺

and completely remove redundant computations—would take approximately eight hours on a high-end CPU.
For optimization problems such as the this one, assessing convergence quality is a fundamental concern. A full dis-

cussion of that assessment is out of the scope of this manuscript, and we refer readers to a dedicated text on numerical
optimization, for example, Nocedal and Wright (2006). What does require discussion here is the statistical implications of
these issues. It is well known that even the simplest covariance functions can lead to likelihood surfaces with very chal-
lenging features. Figure 2 of Stein et al. (2013), for example, shows that the likelihood surface is incredibly flat along a
particular nonconvex part of the domain, which in general is likely to be in regions of parameter space that would result
in similar interpolation (Stein, 1999). While it is difficult to make a mathematically precise claim on this topic, we believe
a similar phenomenon is likely occurring for this much more complex model, and we consider the issue of being some-
where in such a nonconvex region, but potentially far away from the true MLE, to be the primary concern when assessing
the quality of the estimation result.

With this in mind, then, and considering the intrinsic difficulty of nonconvex optimization, we observe that it is not
possible to confidently assert that the parameters we present in this work are “the” MLE. Fortunately, the model we intro-
duce here is somewhat uniquely suited to some additional heuristic ways to check the quality of parameter estimates:
comparison with the marginal nonparametric estimators. As the figures in the main body and the exhaustive collec-
tion of figures in the supplementary information demonstrate, the parametric forms for marginal spectra and coherences
agree at least reasonably well with the nonparametric estimators in all cases. This is not proof that the estimates we show
here are the true MLE, but it is encouraging, at least if one assumes that the parameterization is sufficiently sensible
that there are not distant parameters which yield the same marginal parametric functions. Further, nonexhaustive but
diverse exploratory heuristic investigations into estimator quality—exploring different initializations, restarting at per-
turbed estimators, global optimization in a region around current estimators, and checking for convergence at stricter
tolerances—suggest that the minimizers presented here are reliable. This is of course still not proof, but it is reason to be
hopeful.

As a final detail, to enable unconstrained optimization, the model was fitted with transformed variables, given that
many need to be positive. This was necessary due to the randomized derivative estimators, since several parameters being
reasonably close to zero means that even a very accurate randomized gradient and expected Fisher matrix can cause
domain issues. All point estimates and standard deviations provided in this section, however, are provided for the model
as parameterized above, obtained by untransforming the computed MLE and evaluating the likelihood and its derivatives
once in that domain.

The code used to perform the estimation is spread out over the software packages HalfSpectral.jl3 for the
half-spectral kernel function and GPMaxlik.jl4 for efficient optimization of the likelihood, both written in the Julia
programming language (Bezanson et al., 2017). Example files in HalfSpectral.jl contain specific scripts used to
obtain the estimates below, although due to the size of the dataset, we do not include the data itself in these repositories.
For access to the data, see the footnotes to Section 3.

3https://git.sr.ht/~cgeoga/HalfSpectral.jl.
4https://git.sr.ht/~cgeoga/GPMaxlik.jl.
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